
VISCH 2460
REF. 24.026



INTRO

This timeless lady has an unrivaled history and legacy that will 
fascinate any guest. Commissioned as a royal yacht, she was 
built by Visch in Holland for Prince Rainier and Grace Kelly 
of Monaco. She was extensively used for royal entertaining 
during the 1970s and her name, Stalca, is from the first two 
letters of the royal family’s three children; Stéphanie, Albert 
and Caroline.



Stalca’s teak deck areas and spacious flybridge are perfect 
for outdoor entertainng with plenty of seating areas and dining 
tables to enjoy the surroundings with an elevated view. An 
extended bathing platform allows for easy access to the water. 

EXTERIOR







This gentleman’s motor yacht has been superbly maintained 
and benefitted from a thorough refit which almost constituted 
a complete rebuild with new engines, generators etc. This also 
included a new interior, with styling details by famed Andrew 
Winch, with the utmost respect paid to her heritage and the 
style and elegance of the 1970’s. 

INTERIOR



GALLEY



OWNERS CABIN



VIP CABIN



TWIN GUEST CABIN



WHEEL HOUSE



Brand:     Visch
Design:     Visch - The Netherlands
Yard:      Visch - The Netherlands
Year:      1971
Last refit:    2017
Hull:      Steel
Superstructure:  Aluminium
Length:     24,60 m.
Beam:     5,80 m.
Draft:      1,60 m.

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
Engines:    2 x 315 Hp. Caterpillar
Max speed:   11 knots
Cruising speed:  9 knots

ACCOMODATIONS
Guests:     6 berths in 3 cabins
Crew:     4 berths in 2 cabins

SPECIFICATIONS

Information is provided for general information only. We can’t guarantee the correctness of given information or be liable for any 
inaccuracy or warrant the condition of the yacht. All dimensions, capacities, speeds etc. are approximate. All information given is 
subject to fair, wear and tear. We recommend clients to have the yacht, specifications and information thoroughly checked and 
surveyed for accuracy by an independent qualified marine surveyor and purchase only subject to satisfactory survey and sea 
trial. Yachts are offered subject to still being for sale. We reserve the right to change specifications, price etc. without prior notice.  



CONTACT DETAILS

 T: +31 294 261264
 E: info@yachts.nl
 A: Hellingstraat 30
     1398AW Muiden
     The Netherlands
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